VIRCO MOBILE TABLES

VIRCO MOBILE TABLES
Facility managers know that mobile tables offer the fastest, most efficient option for converting multi-purpose facilities to
food service and meeting configurations. And though they represent a substantial furniture investment on a per seat basis,
mobile tables pay lasting, labor-saving dividends in high-traffic venues where quick turnarounds are essential. That’s why
Virco’s mobile tables are best sellers in schools, colleges, convention centers and related institutions throughout the nation.
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Sheyenne High School, North Dakota
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Oval & Ellipse Mobile Tables
Virco offers a selection of new oval and ellipse mobile tables
with benches or stools. All Virco oval and ellipse mobile
tables have specially designed torsion bars for smoother,
easier operation. They also feature up-lock and down-lock
mechanisms, as well as heavy-duty wheel assemblies.

The 3/4” thick top and bench construction features a highpressure laminate surface, a high-density particleboard
core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.

Other Features Include:
• A variety of top and bench laminate colors
• A rainbow of plastic stool colors
• Additional laminates and custom logos
• Virco’s optional Sure Edge® finish

Clearance between table tops
helps prevent pinched fingers.

Edges are protected by
T-mold edge banding.
Optional Sure Edge® finish
in select colors available.

The bench swivel is a full 90˚, constructed of
hot-rolled stamped steel and embossed for
added rigidity.

Torsion and lock bars facilitate
easy table folding and unfolding.

Each middle leg has a 1” rubber crutch tip,
reinforced with steel inserts for longer wear.

3½” swivel casters have
3 1/2” swivel casters have ball-bearing
for easy mobility.
ball-bearing
racewaysraceways
for easy mobility.

Each seat has its own direct-to-floor load-bearing column,
providing its own support without cross members running in
between seats.

Mobile Oval Bench Tables
Seat
Model

Seats

Height

Top Size

MTBO15275

15”

8-12

27”

60” diameter

* MTBO15275AE

15”

8-12

27”

60” diameter

15”

8-12

27”

60” diameter

MTBO17295

17”

8-12

29”

60” diameter

* MTBO17295AE

17”

8-12

29”

60” diameter

BENCH SEATING

17”

8-12

29”

60” diameter

Bench seating can accommodate as many as 12 smaller
students or 8 adults.

• MTBO15275AEB
• MTBO17295AEB
* With Sure Edge® top
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• With Sure Edge® top and benches

Durable Aluminum Stool Mounts:
Virco’s ABS plastic stools feature a multi-rib design and a die-cast aluminum
mounting bracket for strength and durability. Stools are secured to their
columns by an insert washer and a hex bolt with an aircraft lock nut.
Figure A

The 3/4” thick top construction features a high-pressure laminate surface, a high-density
particleboard core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.
Clearance between table tops
helps prevent pinched fingers.

Edges are protected by
T-mold edge banding.
Optional Sure Edge®
finish in select colors
available.

Virco’s sturdy ABS plastic stools
provide unparalleled strength
and durability (see Figure A).

A torsion bar facilitates easy
table folding and unfolding.

Each seat has its own direct-to-floor load-bearing column,
providing its own support without cross members running
in between seats.

Each middle leg has a 1” rubber crutch tip,
reinforced with steel inserts for longer wear.
3 1/2” swivel casters have ball-bearing
raceways for easy mobility.

Mobile Oval Stool Tables
Seat
Model

Table

Height

Seats

Height

Top Size

MTSO152758

15”

8

27”

60” diameter

* MTSO152758AE

15”

8

27”

60” diameter

MTSO172958

17”

8

29”

60” diameter

17”

8

29”

60” diameter

* MTSO172958AE
* With Sure Edge® top

See page 14 and 15 for a selection of wheelchair and
ADA mobile stool table models.

STOOL SEATING
Oval stool table models provide seating for 8. ADA models shown
on page 14 provide 2 spaces for wheelchairs and 6 stools.

VIRCO INC.
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The 3/4” thick top construction features a high-pressure laminate surface, a high-density
particleboard core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.

Clearance between table tops
helps prevent pinched fingers.
Edges are protected by
T-mold edge banding.
Optional Sure Edge®
finish in select colors
available.

Virco’s sturdy ABS plastic stools
provide unparalleled strength
and durability (see Figure A).

Torsion bars facilitate easy table
folding and unfolding.

Each middle leg has a 1” rubber crutch tip,
reinforced with steel inserts for longer wear.

3½” swivel casters have
ball-bearing raceways for easy mobility.

Figure A

Virco’s ABS plastic stools feature a multi-rib design and
a die-cast aluminum mounting bracket for strength and
durability. Stools are secured to their columns by an
insert washer and a hex bolt with an aircraft lock nut.

Mobile Ellipse Stool Tables
Seat
Model

Seats

Height

Top Size

MTSE15271012

15”

12

27”

45” x 119½”

* MTSE15271012AE

15”

12

27”

45” x 119½”

MTSE17291012

17”

12

29”

45” x 119½”

17”

12

29”

45” x 119½”

* MTSE17291012AE
* With Sure Edge® top
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King George High School, Virginia
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Mobile Bench & Stool Tables
Our classic mobile tables with built-in seating are strong on
convenience and flexibility. Specially designed torsion bars
allow users to fold and unfold our bench and stool tables
quickly and smoothly. They also feature up-lock and down-lock
mechanisms, as well as heavy-duty wheel assemblies. These
features allow for simple setting-up and tearing-down.

Other Features Include:
• Locking mechanism for safe table movement
• A variety of top and bench laminate colors
• A rainbow of plastic stool colors
• Additional laminates and custom logos
• Virco’s optional Sure Edge® finish

The 3/4” thick top and bench construction features a high-pressure laminate surface, a highdensity particleboard core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.

Clearance between table tops
helps prevent pinched fingers.

PVC T-mold edge
banding and 1½”
radiused corners add
safety. Optional Sure
Edge® finish in select
colors available.

Three support bars per bench,
providing extra strength and durability.

Z-channel apron
is constructed of
heavy-gauge steel.

Torsion bars facilitate the easy
folding and unfolding of tables.
3½” swivel casters have ball-bearing
raceways for easy mobility.

Seat
Model

Table

Height

Seats

Height

Top Size

MTB15278

15”

8

27”

30” x 96”

* MTB15278AE

15”

8

27”

30” x 96”

• MTB15278AEB

15”

8

27”

30” x 96”

MTB17298

17”

8

29”

30” x 96”

* MTB17298AE

17”

8

29”

30” x 96”

17”

8

29”

30” x 96”

• MTB17298AEB
* With Sure Edge top
®

• With Sure Edge top and benches

Mobile Bench & Stool Table Features

Clearance between table tops helps
avoid pinched fingers.

An individual locking mechanism holds the
table in place when in use. They are also
equipped with an up-lock device that engages
when the table is folded.

®

Seat
Model

Seats

Height

Top Size

MTB152710

15”

12

27”

30” x 120”

MTB152712

15”

12-16

27”

30” x 144”

* MTB152710AE

15”

12

27”

30” x 120”

* MTB152712AE

15”

12-16

27”

30” x 144”

• MTB152710AEB

15”

12

27”

30” x 120”

• MTB152712AEB

15”

12-16

27”

30” x 144”

MTB172910

17”

12

29”

30” x 120”

MTB172912

17”

12-16

29”

30” x 144”

* MTB172910AE

17”

12

29”

30” x 120”

* MTB172912AE

17”

12-16

29”

30” x 144”

• MTB172910AEB

17”

12

29”

30” x 120”

• MTB172912AEB

17”

12-16

29”

30” x 144”

* With Sure Edge top
®

• With Sure Edge top and benches
®
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MTB172912

* With Sure Edge top
®

• With Sure Edge top and benches
®

The 3/4” thick top construction features a high-pressure laminate surface, a highdensity particleboard core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.

Z-channel apron
is constructed of
heavy-gauge steel.

Clearance between table tops helps
prevent pinched fingers.

PVC T-mold edge banding and
1½” radiused corners add safety.
Optional Sure Edge® finish in
select colors available.

Virco’s sturdy ABS plastic stools provide
unparalleled strength and durability (see Figure A).

Torsion bars facilitate the easy
folding and unfolding of tables.
3½” swivel casters have ball-bearing
raceways for easy mobility.

MTS17291212

Virco’s ABS plastic stools feature a multi-rib design and
a die-cast aluminum mounting bracket for strength and
durability. Stools are secured to their columns by an
insert washer and a hex bolt with an aircraft lock nut.

Figure A

Seat
Model

Service Life Recommendation
In order to extend the torque life of mobile
bench and stool tables with torsion bars, Virco
recommends that customers store their tables in
an upright position when not in use.
See page 14 and 15 for a
selection of wheelchair and
ADA mobile table models.

Table

Height

Stools

Height

Top Size

MTS17291012

17”

12

29”

30” x 120”

* MTS17291012AE

17”

12

29”

30” x 120”

MTS15271212

15”

12

27”

30” x 144”

* MTS15271212AE

15”

12

27”

30” x 144”

MTS17291212

17”

12

29”

30” x 144”

* MTS17291212AE

17”

12

29”

30” x 144”

MTB15271216

15”

16

27”

30” x 144”

* MTB15271216AE

15”

16

27”

30” x 144”

* With Sure Edge top
®

VIRCO INC.
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Sunset Elementary School, Wyoming
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Convertible Bench Table
Virco’s convertible bench tables give you the flexibility to
quickly accommodate overflow seating or dining situations.
Whether used to provide seating with a continuous backrest
or as smaller versions of our popular mobile bench tables,
convertible bench tables bring exceptional versatility to multipurpose applications.

Other Features Include:
• A 15” bench height, 27” top height (Grades 1 through 5)
• A 17” bench height, 29” top height (Grade 6 through Adult)
• A variety of bench table colors (black frame, chrome legs)
• Additional laminates and custom logos
• Virco’s optional Sure Edge® finish

The 3/4” thick top and bench construction features a high-pressure
laminate surface, a high-density particleboard core, and a backing sheet
to help prevent warping.

Table frames are constructed of heavy-gauge
tubular steel with steel support structures.

PVC T-mold edge banding
and 1½” radiused corners add
safety. Optional Sure Edge®
finish in select colors available.
Adjustable legs let you choose from
2 bench/top heights (see features below).

3½” swivel casters have
ball-bearing raceways for easy mobility.

Bench

Table

Seats at

Seats at

Model

Height

Height

18” spacing

24” spacing

Top Size

MTC6

15” or 17”

25” or 27”

4

3

15" x 72”

* MTC6AE

15” or 17”

25” or 27”

4

3

15” x 72”

• MTC6AEB

15” or 17”

25” or 27”

4

3

15” x 72”

MTC8

15” or 17”

25” or 27”

5

4

15” x 96”

* MTC8AE

15” or 17”

25” or 27”

5

4

15” x 96”

• MTC8AEB

15” or 17”

25” or 27”

5

4

15” x 96”

* With Sure Edge top
®

• With Sure Edge top and benches
®

* A recent study indicates that children in grades K-3 typically need seating

space measuring 18” in width for bench table applications. The space
allocation for older children, adolescents and adults gradually increases up
to a typical measurement of 24” in width.

Ganging Devices
Virco convertible bench tables can be ganged to create a two-sided
bench table when tables are ordered with the factory-installed
ganging device.
Add “G” to the end of the model number when ordering the factory
installed ganging device to any convertible bench table model.

Bench, Table and Storage

Virco’s versatile convertible
bench tables can provide benchstyle seating with a continuous
backrest.

Convertible bench tables can
also work as smaller versions
of Virco’s mobile bench tables.

For storage, simply fold the convertible bench table into its closed
position, then wheel it away.
VIRCO INC.
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Mobile Tables
Virco’s DuoFold mobile tables include an array of units without
attached seating. These round, rectangular, and octagonal
shaped tables are frequently used in facilities where stack
chairs or folding chairs are readily available to maximize seating
capacity around each unit.

Other Features Include:
• A variety of top colors
• Additional laminates and custom logos
• Virco’s optional Sure Edge® finish

The 3/4” thick top construction features a high-pressure laminate surface, a high-density
particleboard core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.

Clearance between table tops helps prevent pinched fingers.
Vertical hinges prevent food build-up.

PVC T-mold edge banding
for added safety. Optional
Sure Edge® finish in select
colors available.

3½” swivel casters have ball-bearing
raceways for easy mobility.

Torsion bars facilitate the easy folding and unfolding
of tables.

Z-channel apron
is constructed of
heavy-gauge steel.

An individual locking mechanism holds
models in place when folded, enabling safer
table movement.

Mobile Folding Table Features for Model MT3096 & MT30144

Clearance between table tops helps
avoid pinched fingers.

Model

Top Size

MT3096

30” x 96”

* MT3096AE

30” x 96”

MT30144

30” x 144”

30” x 144”
* MT30144AE
* With Sure Edge® top
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Torsion bars help tables fold and
unfold smoothly.

An up-lock mechanism holds tables in place
while folded, and a down-lock mechanism
holds tables in place when unfolded.

MT30144

The 3/4” thick top construction features a high-pressure laminate surface, a high-density
particleboard core, and a backing sheet to help prevent warping.

PVC T-mold edge banding
for added safety. Optional
Sure Edge® finish in select
colors available.
An automatic safety lock helps protect
hands. The lock must be released
before the table fully opens.

Contourfold tables feature an
all-steel undercarriage

Clearance between table tops helps
prevent pinched fingers. Vertical hinges
prevent food build-up.
Folded tables are easily transported on 3½”
casters with ball-bearing raceways.

Mobile Folding Table Features

Tables feature a safety device that helps
avoid pinched fingers during set-up. The
device must be manually released before
the table can be completely unfolded.

Model

Top Size

MT48R

48” Round

* MT48RAE

48” Round

MT60R

60” Round

* MT60RAE

60” Round

MT72R

72” Round

* MT72RAE

72” Round

MT60OCT

Tables roll on four 3½” swivel
casters, reducing marring and
damage to floors.

60” Octagonal

60” Octagonal
* MT60OCTAE
* With Sure Edge® top

Blanchard High School, Oklahoma

MT60R

VIRCO INC.
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Wheelchair and ADA Compliant
Mobile Tables

Virco’s diverse furniture and equipment models for
K-12 schools and higher learning venues include
a selection of wheelchair-accessible and ADA
height mobile tables. These tables are built to the
same quality standards as Virco’s standard-height
mobile tables. To meet Federal ADA standards
and guidelines, tables must provide the following
dimensions for each wheelchair: 30” minimum width
of unobstructed clearance; 19” minimum depth of
unobstructed clearance; a minimum top height
range of 28” to 34”; and 27” of vertical knee clearance.

Mobile Oval Stool Tables
Seat
Height

Stool
Seats

Wheelchair
Spaces

Table
Height

Top Size

MTSO193158W

19"

6

2

31"

60" diameter

* MTSO193158WAE

19"

6

2

31"

60" diameter

Model

* With Sure Edge® top

Your Virco representative would be happy to help
you evaluate our array of wheelchair-accessible
tables and desks for your campus.

Oval mobile stool tables that
are wheelchair accessible are
designed to accommodate
two wheelchairs on opposite
sides of the table.
Rectangular mobile bench and mobile stool tables are ADA compliant and are
designed to accommodate one wheelchair at either end.

14
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843/8”

733/8”
617/8”

451/8”

381/4”

365/8”

CAUTION: Mobile tables with 148” tops are 84 3/8” high
when folded and may not fit through some doorways.
Seat
Height

Stool
Seats

Wheelchair
Spaces

Table
Height

Top Size

Model

19”

8

2

31"

30” x 102”

MTB19318W

19"

8

* MTS193188WAE 19”
* With Sure Edge top

8

2

31”

30” x 102”

* MTB19318WAE

19"
19"

Model

MTS193188W

Seat
Height

• MTB19318WAEB

®

Bench Wheelchair
Seating
Spaces

Table
Height

Top Size

2

31"

30" x 102"

8

2

31"

30" x 102"

8

2

31"

30" x 102"

* With Sure Edge top
®

•
MTS19311012W

19”

10

2

31”

30” x 126”

* MTS19311012WAE 19”
* With Sure Edge top

10

2

31”

30” x 126”

®

With Sure Edge® top and benches

MTB193110W

19"

10

2

31"

30" x 126"

* MTB193110WAE

19"

10

2

31"

30" x 126"

• MTB193110WAEB

19"

10

2

31"

30" x 126"

* With Sure Edge top
®

MTS1931212W

19”

12

2

31”

30” x 148”

* MTS1931212WAE 19”
* With Sure Edge top

12

2

31”

30” x 148”

®

• With Sure Edge top and benches
®

MTB193112W

19”

10

2

31”

30” x 148”

* MTB193112WAE

19”

10

2

31”

30” x 148”

19”

10

2

31”

30” x 148”

• MTB193112WAEB
* With Sure Edge top
®

• With Sure Edge top and benches
®

423/8”

843/8”

733/8”

613/4”

491/4”

405/8”

CAUTION: Mobile tables with 148” tops are 84 3/8" high when
folded and may not fit through some doorways.
VIRCO INC.
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Virco Advantages

Virco Mobile Tables

Other Mobile Tables

STRONGER BENCH TABLES

Our bench tables feature 3 support bars per
bench, providing extra strength and durability.

Competitors provide only 2 bench support
bars, leading to bowing/breaking.

SUPERIOR STOOL TABLES

Our ABS stools have a multi-rib design, a die-cast
aluminum mounting bracket, and multiple colors.

Competitor stools are only made from soft
plastic.

SECURED SHIPPING

Our mobile tables ship on custom pallets to
reduce damage during transport.

Competitors “roll” their tables onto trucks,
allowing for more damage.

Additional Virco Benefits:
AFFORDABLE SHIPPING - Tables ship from both Virco factories in California and Arkansas, reducing freight cost.
MEETS ADA GUIDELINES - Virco mobile tables designated as ADA compliant meet the code of federal regulations for wheelchair
accessibility per the ADA standards for accessible design (28 cfr part 36).
GREENGUARD® CERTIFIED - Virco mobile tables have earned GREENGUARD® Children and Schools Program certification.
UL® APPROVED - Virco mobile tables with torsion bars are UL® listed.
MADE IN THE USA - Virco mobile tables are made in the USA.

Virco’s Mobile Tables are in stock and ready to ship.

Our Mobile Tables ship on custombuilt wooden pallets for easy
handling and to reduce damage.
During transport, the weight of the
table is supported by its frame and
the pallet, nearly eliminating any
harm caused to the casters.

Protective cardboard and banding to the pallet minimize freight damage.
16
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CUSTOM LOGO TOPS
Georgia’s Cass High School furnished their cafeteria with Virco stool tables
and round mobile tables featuring a Grey Nebula laminate with custom
imprinted logos. Ask a Virco representative about custom logos and
additional laminates for mobile tables (minimum quantities apply).
VIRCO INC.
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Amy Beverland Elementary, Indiana
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Mobile Table & Seating Colors
FRAME

MTC8 and MTC6 convertible
bench tables come with a Char
Black upper frame with Chrome
adjustable-height lower legs.
Chrome

Char Black

CHRM

BLK01

CAUTION: Due to color reproduction variability in printed materials and digital media, Virco recommends
that you review product colors on sample coupons or swatches before purchasing to confirm that your
product color choices coordinate with the interior spaces for which these products are intended. Virco will
provide complimentary sample coupons or swatches; however, it is the customer’s responsibility to request
these sample materials. Your Virco Sales Representative will be happy to assist you with this process.

ABS PLASTIC STOOL COLORS

Apple

Cucumber

Forest Green

Blueberry

Navy

Purple Iris

Wine

Red

Squash

Chocolate

Graphite

Black

GRN12

GRN34

GRN75

BLU40

BLU51

PUR43

RED50

RED70

YLW47

BRN14

GRY41

BLK01

HIGH-PRESSURE LAMINATE TABLE AND BENCH COLORS

Fusion Maple

Medium Oak

Carmel Sagawood

Walnut

Windsor Cherry

Wild Cherry

Asian Sand

Dry Creek Plum

Looks Likatre

Pepperdust

Grey

Shadow

MPL385

OAK084

WOD619

WAL078

MHG682

MHG586

MPL008

OAK072

WHT066

BRN039

GRY005

BRN415

Grey Nebula

Graphite Nebula

Cloud Nebula

White Nebula

Beige Nebula

Natural Tigris

Grey Glace

GRY091

BLK535

BLU092

GRY074

BRN417

BRN697

GRY065

Olive Legacy

Bronze Legacy

Antique White

Marigold

Hollyberry

Atlantis

GRN004

BRN416

WHT001

YLW031

RED431

BLU043

Ask a Virco representative about additional laminates and
custom logos for mobile tables.

T-MOLD BANDING

Black

Cucumber

Forest Green

Blueberry

Navy

Purple Iris

Red

Fusion Maple

Squash

BLK01

GRN34

GRN75

BLU40

BLU51

PUR43

RED70

BRN38

YLW47

SURE EDGE® COLORS

Apple

Cucumber

Forest Green

Blueberry

Navy

Purple Iris

Red

GRN12

GRN34

GRN75

BLU40

BLU51

PUR43

RED70

Fusion Maple

Squash

Moonstone

Adobe

Eclipse

Black

BRN38

YLW47

GRY05

BRN42

GRY11

BLK01

Tops and benches can be customized with a Sure Edge® finish that
provides a chemically bonded,
water-resistant seal and prevents
food particles from lodging in edges.

Virco Product Certification
Virco will repair or replace at its option any Virco furniture or equipment product
which proves to be defective in original material or workmanship as long as
the product is owned by its original purchaser. This warranty covers products
manufactured after 1/1/2014 and is subject to certain qualifications and exclusions.
Please contact customer service for a copy of the complete warranty at 800-448-4726.

Virco’s U.S. manufacturing facilities – and American
Workers – expertly process wood, plastic and steel
to offer you thousands of dependable furniture and
equipment choices with excellent lead-times and a
rainbow of color and finish choices.

UL/Greenguard is a third-party certification for low-emitting products.

Virco’s mobile tables are UL certified. Testing at UL
certified test labs for tip over, vertical stability, top,
bench and seat load test, wheel securement test, as
well as radiant flame spread test on all of our top,
bench and molded seat assemblies, assure Virco is
providing customers the safest and highest value
available in mobile tables.

Virco is proud to be the first manufacturer to earn UL/Greenguard Children &
Schools certification for classroom furniture.
For more on Greenguard certification, or to download printable certificates for
Virco’s Greenguard-certified products, visit www.greenguard.org. We look forward
to continuing our industry-leading work with Greenguard!
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